
having +to
the power
to experime

Imagine having more time to
abstract, rather than having to derive the

With MACSYMA@ symbolic math softwal"eyau

*ith your choice of exact or arbi-

*.m*-d;;.' trqry precision arithmetic, and gives
'"""*,'"i:.'l: ' ' you results at speeds from 10 to 100 times

faster than traditional methods.
No other software today packs the computa* '

tional power, versatility, and reliabitity of MACSYIITIA.
IVIACSYI\4A can tackle any mathematical application you
may have, whether in algebra, calculus, trigonom€try,
or practically any other branch of higher mathematics.
It gives you problem-solving tools such as Laplace and
Fourier transforms, Taylor and Poisson series, solution
of first and second order differential equations, solu-
tions to integrals, and more.lt gives you sophisticated
2-D and 3-D graphics, and can convertyour equations
into Fortran or'C'for optimal numeric performance, or
TgX for inclusion in publications.

IvACSYI,IA provides unequalled accuracy too,

AII this power is remarkably easy to use. With
the help of the User's Guide, extensive on-line docu-
mentation, executable exarnples and demonstrations,
and the Quick Reference Card, a beginning MACSYI\{A
user can quickly become proficient, tackling problems
that rnight otherwise have been too difficult or time-
consurnmg.

Whatever your application - engineering,
science, economics or pure math - your work is too
important to trust to any other math software. You
deserve MACSYMA.

More than iust a system for doing mathemat-
ics by computer, it's the power tool for mathematics.

sYmbolics,rnc
lfrACSVilA Diuision

8 New England Executive Park East, Burlington, MA 01809 USA.1-800-622-7962 (in Massachusetts, 617-221-1250.)
MACSYMA is a registered fiademark of Symbolics, lnc. TEX is a tradernark of the American Mathematical Society.
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